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Pl consonant blends worksheets

Find the name of the picture. Circle the sound of the mixture you hear. Type a word containing the sound of the mixture on the lines. Touch and tell each sound of the letter. Slide your finger across both letters to mix sounds. Find and circle pictures whose names begin with or contain the



mixture. Dream up a few pl mixtures and use them in a sentence. Disassemble the pl conpromps of the mixture. Use images as clues. Type the final answer in the shapes. First, delete all words and pictures. Go and get it soon. Maybe we can move those things a little bit. Great way to work
on it. I mean two things whose name contains a mixture pl? Draw a picture of every thing. Then type his name on the line. Word Bank: Plantain play regrouping instead of plaster plaid knit planner cut out the words below and arrange them to complete the 'pl' sentence. Add the letters pl to
complete each word. Be sure to write your final product. Find all possible uses for 'pl'. Type them in the corresponding boxes. Circle words that begin with PL. Type them on the lines. Select /pl/ word to complete each sentence. Advertisement.EnchantedLearning.com is a user-supported
site. As a bonus, site members have access to a banner-ad-free version of the site, with print-friendly pages. Click here to read more. Some words that start pl: placeplacidplagiarizeplagueplaidplainplaneplaneplaneplanetplank
planktonplantplantainplantationplanterplaqueplasmaplasterplastic plate plate plateauplatformplatitudeplatypusplayplayplayplasant pleasepleasurepleatpl edpledgeplentypliantpliersplightplod plopplotploverplowplugplumplumbplumberplumberplume
plummetplumpplunderplungpluralplusplushPlutoplyplywood Pl Worksheets: Match Words Starting With PL: Printable WorksheetDraw lines between each word starting with pl and its picture. The words are: plug, board, plants, plus, planet, pliers, plane, platypus, plum, cloud. Or go for
answers. Circle 'Pl' WordsCircle 5 words that begin With Pl. Words are plus, ticks, plug, plants, airplane. Or go for answers. Missing letters in words starting with conprountial mixes and digraphs: PLFind the missing letters in words starting with pl, and then the color of the word image. Words
are plate, plus, plug, plants, ticks, cloud, planet, plane, platypus, plum. Or go for answers. Write eight words that start with PlThink and write eight words that begin pl. Then, for each word, type the sentence that contains the word. Sample answers: planet, pable, please cloud, pluto, plus,
pliers, airplane. Enchanted Learning®Sample website of 35,000 websites for potential subscribers, or click below Click to read our Search Enchanted Learning website for: Advertising. Advertising. Advertising. Copyright ©2011-2018 EnchantedLearning.com ------ Than Quote stránku
Phonics L-Family Blends (Bl, Cl, Fl, Gl, Gl, Sl) This site has a great selection of cut-and-glue activities, card games, mini-books and worksheets to teach students about L-Family phonics mixes. Sounds in this family include: bl- (as blue and block), cl- (as clip and clams), fl- (how to and
manage), fr- (as flag and flute), gl- (as glue and glass), pl- (as plane and board), and sl- (as sleep and sledge). Phonics R-Family Blends (Br, Cr, Dr., Fr, Gr, Tr)On this page you will be able to print various r-family conprompters a mixture of worksheets. It includes several cutting and glue
activities, worksheets with writing practice, card sorting games and much more. Sounds in this family include: br- (as brain and brush and whisk), cr- (like crab and cot), dr- (as drop and drive), fr- (like fruit and frog), gr- (both grapes and gray), and tr- (like tree and truck). Individual Two-Letter
BlendsConsonant Blend: Bl-This site has over 20 worksheets for teaching bl-blend consonants. Includes mini-books, pledge activities, worksheets, matching and sorting games and puzzles. Words include: black, blow, blue, flower, blast, and blinds. Conpromp blend: Br-If you teach
/br/sound, you'll want to browse these fake files. Includes word compilation activities, writing practice, word wheel, and several worksheets with cut and lepidlam. Words include: broom, brush, brick, branch, bread and brain. Consonant Blend: Cl-Try these worksheets and printable games
when you teach early readers about /cl/sound. There are many cut-and-glue worksheets, flashcards, word sliders, word web, and sorting games. Words in this hall include: clap, clown, clover, clams, clip, clothes, and climb. Conprove Blend: Cr-Practice cr-conupromp blend with this print
collection. You'll find a variety of worksheets for typing, snipping and pasting lessons, printable card sorting games, and word creation activities. More than sixteen PDFs are available on this page. Words include: crying, cot, crack, crab, brook, and crown. Conprove Blend: Dr.-Here are
worksheets that focus on words that begin with dr-. Practice reading and writing dr-words; Make beautiful phonics flag display; and compile dr-miniature books. Words in this set include disc, dress, drop, driveway, drum, and dragon. Conupromp Blend: Fl-These games, printable worksheets,
and reading practice sheets cover the fl-phonics mixture. Words include: fly, flag, flame, thread, and flute. Conprove Blend: Fr-Use these printables to help kids learn how to read and write words like frog, fries, friend, fruit and frisbee. Consoner Blend: Gl-These printable phonics resources
can help students learn how to decode gl-words such as glass, glue, likes, globe, and gloves. Conprove Blend: Gr-In this section of the site we focus on gr-phonics blend. Practice words like grass, grapes, grill, and grow. Conprove Blend: Pl-STW has selection of phonics mixture of pl-
worksheets. Sheets. are mini-books, cut-and paste activities, word wheel, cards, and more. Conprove Blend: Pr-We have phonics units on pr-blends. Focus on teaching students to write and read words like princess, prize, and pretzel. Conprove Blend: Sc-Have your students practice
reading, writing and identifying words starting with sc conpro conpromps blend with this phonics unit. There are several cut-and-glue worksheets, flash cards, word sliders, and more! The words included in this unit are: scooter, scare, scoop, scarecrow, scarf, range, and scout. Conprove:
Cs-This unit is filled with a large number of worksheets that highlight words that have a mixture of conpromps CS. Words in this hall include: skip, ski, skate, skunk, heaven and skill. Conpromp Blend: The sl-words on these worksheets all have /sl/sound. Your students will love coloring
pictures in mini-books. Challenge your class with a word to sort the game. Sharpen safety scissors for amazing cut-n-glue activities. Words in this set include: singame, sleep, slide, slice, sloth and snail. Conpromp Blend: Sn-Fill your printer with ink because this site has so many great
phonics worksheets for teaching/sn/sound. Words in this series include: snake, clipping, snow, snail, snack, and sniff. Conpromp Blend: Sp-Print any of these printable worksheets featuring SP words. We have a word wheel, word mover, game cards, flash cards, cut-and-glue activities, and
writing activities. Conprove Blend: In this section of our site, you will find the strangest collection of conpromps of mixed st-worksheets all over the internet. Mini-books, writing practice, word wheels, movers, matching worksheets, and phonics sorts. Words in this group include: stop, chair,
stay, star, stump, and story. Conproof Blends: Sw-This unit contains words that begin with SW, such as: sweater, swan, sweep, swing and swim. Conupromp Blend: Tr-Focus for these worksheets is /tr/ sound. Children can enjoy cut-and-glue build-a-word activities as well as a letter
stampers training center. Or you can try the word-picture matching game. Words in this set include: train, tree, tray, truck, garbage, triangle and tractor. Conprove Blend: Str-If you're learning about a three-sheet str-blend, check out these activities. There is a word search puzzle, cloze
sentence activity, and trace and write worksheet. Words in this set include: stripe, string, strap, straw, and stripe. Phonics Worksheets (Full Index)We have thousands of phonics worksheets that cover conpromption sounds, long and short vocabulous sounds, digraphs, mixes, diphtheria,
word patterns (CVC, CVVC, CVCE), and more. Early Literacy WorksheetsOur early literacy page has verbal units, verbal family activities, basic sentence building, and much Phonics Mini-Books We have a large collection of phonics mini-books for first readers. We have a book for vo vo vo
vo vouches and sound conpromps, as well as mixtures and digraphs. This is a fun cut and glue activity practice learning PL words.1st Grade Cut pages for this mini-book in spirit and stitching pages together. Color images and write PL words on lines.1st Grade This word sort activity is
another cut and glue worksheet where students will glue PL word images in column PL and non-PL images in the second column.1. Plant, plane and plate before cutting out and assembling this phonics flip book PL words.1st Grade This phonics print has 10 flags featuring words with PL
conproves mixture. They can be cut out, colored, and hung on a string around your class.1. Then re-type them on the primary controlled lines.1. Then there are a few more lines for them to write more PL words.1st Grade
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